UC MATH/SCIENCE Enrollment Guidelines:

- **CHEM 1315**: MATH 1503 complete w/C or higher or MATH ACT of 23 or higher
- **PHYS 2514**: MATH 1914/MATH 1823
- **PHYS 2414**: MATH 1523/MATH 1743 complete w/C or higher
- **GEOL 1114**: PE - Semester before Rock Properties, no exceptions. EM - GEOL 1114 Sophomore Spring

**Transfer work in MATH or Natural Science**
- If transfer work w/C or higher covers pre-req, enrollment allowed.
- Advisor discretion for enrollment in Natural Science course w/DMAT placement but has transfer MATH 1503 or higher

**CL Math placement and enrollment**
- YES
- Natural Science enrollment

**DMAT enrollment**
- NO
- Natural Science enrollment

*CL=college level *PE=Petroleum Engineering *EM=Energy Management